
 

Xcom 2 Soldier Editor Fix

to edit the soldier in-game, open the soldiers section of the scenario editor, and press the ` button. then, look for the soldier you want to edit, and press the edit button to open the soldier's data in the editor. that will bring up a list of values in the left column, which you can change
as needed. in the right column, youll find buttons for changing the soldier's name, rank and class. each set of values can be changed independently. to edit the soldier's stats and appearance in-game, open the soldier section of the scenario editor, and press the ` button. then, look
for the soldier you want to edit, and press the edit button to open the soldier's data in the editor. that will bring up a list of values in the left column, which you can change as needed. in the right column, youll find buttons for changing the soldier's name, rank and class. each set of

values can be changed independently. remove the line stealth_target = { not random } from the defaultgamecore.ini file. this prevents the tactical ai from using a soldier's stealth skill to determine where to place their next squadmate and can have a negative impact on squad
performance. remove the line stealth_target = { not random } from the defaultgamedata_soldier.ini file. this prevents the tactical ai from using a soldier's stealth skill to determine where to place their next squadmate and can have a negative impact on squad performance. since
they are your soldiers, you are responsible for taking care of them. that means giving them enough rest and food to perform optimally, and hiring doctors and medics to tend to them when they get hurt. to avoid this, you can replace the defaultgamecore.ini line rest_time = { 2 }

with rest_time = { 3 }. this will cause a soldier to only be allowed to take a 3 second break during missions.
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